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ABSTRACT
This paper attempts to correct the erroneous impression 
generally maintained by the proletarian critics of the 
1930s, that William Saroyan's work at the time did not 
reflect the realities of depression America* To the 
contrary, the more than two hundred stories published by him 
between 1934 and 1940, taken together, amount to a 
reporterial compendium of life and times in the United 
States during that period* Indeed, Saroyan demonstrated 
relentless awareness of what it meant in human terms to live 
through the crisis of a society threatened by internal 
economic collapse and external totalitarian aggression.
In tale after tale, the unemployed and hopeless, the 
dispossessed and homeless, the hungry and tired are 
constant presences* The breadlines, industrial strikes, 
and soap box orations of the thirties provide the 
naturalistic and philosophical backdrop of that troubled 
period in American history. Moreover, nothing of that 
stressful decade escaped Saroyan's detailed concern and 
comment: In one story after another, he sympathized with
exploited labor, criticized the New Deal, exposed the 
ugliness of racism, cautioned against bandwagon ideologues. 
Throughout, there are frequent references to the people that 
made the daily headlines: Franklin D. Roosevelt, J.P.
Morgan, William Randolph Hearst, Franco, Stalin, Mussolini, 
Hitler, Chiang, and Hirohito as well as events like the 
Civil War in Spain, Italy's invasions of Ethiopia, Japan's 
annexation of Manchuria, Hitler's land grabs— all of which 
clearly testify to Saroyan's full contemporary record of 
the social and political climate of the 1930s.
Most of the stories included in The Daring Young Man on 
the Flying Trapeze (1934), Three Times Three (1936), Inhale 
and Exhale (1936), Little Children (1937), Love, Here is My 
Hat (1938), The Trouble with Tigers (1938), Peace, It's 
Wonderful (1939) are clearly anchored to the national and 
international concerns raging in that decade. This thesis 
shows that complaints made by many critics that Saroyan was 
socially irrelevant and politically irresponsible are 
clearly contradicted by the facts. The thesis also 
suggests that Saroyan's dismissal as a thinker and writer by 
the committed reformers of the day was primarily due to the 
fact that he refused to sacrifice his personal and 
professional autonomy in order to ballyhoo for popular 
causes, especially those of the partisan left.
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OUT OF LEFT FIELD: WILLIAM SAROYAN'S
THIRTIES FICTION AS A REFLECTION OF THE GREAT DEPRESSION
In February, 1934, Story magazine published William 
Saroyan's signature story, "The Daring Young Man on the Flying 
Trapeze." In October, Random House released his first 
collection of tales. Within a year, Saroyan became one of the 
most celebrated and discussed writers of the time. 
Accordingly, in a decade dominated by partisan ideologies in 
literature, Granville Hicks, a leading spokesman for the 
literary left, anointed Saroyan as "a fresh new voice of 
proletarianism" (Lee-Gifford 216). With that endorsement, the 
major Marxian journal, New Masses, printed its only Saroyan 
story^1 "Prelude to an American Symphony," alongside an 
editor's note which said, "The New Masses welcomes Saroyan to 
American Literature, and wishes him well. May he never forget 
his proletarian youth, or be disloyal to (it)" (NM, Oct 23,
1934: 15).
At first, then, many leftist critics felt that Saroyan 
would become an important radical advocate of social and 
economic reform. They "were encouraged by (his) obvious 
disdain for the acquisitive processes to hope he would prove a 
valuable recruit to the leftist causes" (Floan 37). They 
expected of Saroyan exactly what a proletarian character in his 
story, "Fight Your Own War," expects of him; "to join your 
brothers in battle against destructive forces....We should 
like to have you as a member of our local propaganda department 
(writing) stories about young men volunteering to save
2
3civilization...and so on" (Trapeze 257, 261). Hicks advised 
Saroyan to "be, or try to make (yourself] , a member of the 
proletariat, (forcing] the reader to recognize the complete 
unworthliness of the existing system and the power of the 
working class. Obviously, [you] must. . .show the effects of the 
class struggle. . .and no one that disregarded it could give an 
adequate portrayal of (contemporary] life" (Hicks-Bogardus 11- 
12). In "Quarter, Half, Three Quarters and Whole Notes," 
Saroyan showed, somewhat flippantly, that he knew what the 
leftists wanted, the kind of proletarian writing "they are 
always talking about...you know: poor man walking into rich
man's house without wiping shoes, knocking over vases" (Three 
153-4) .
At the same time as the avowed Marxists and Sovietized 
American critics were recruiting creative men and women for 
their radical crusade, they held a deep suspicion about the 
ability of writers to submerge personal judgments in the 
interest of a proletarian version of the common good. "The 
intellectual brings into the movement many of the bourgeois 
hangovers and ideologies which are dangerous, " wrote Mike Gold, 
a long-time hard-line communist. "But they can be controlled" 
(Gilbert 100). In a direct challenge to writers like Saroyan, 
the leftists insisted that "the time (had) come to choose the 
side of the class-conscious proletariat. Literature could not 
remain neutral in the face of the corruption of capitalist 
society" (Gilbert 114). But one who evidently could not be 
"controlled"— to use Mike Gold's term--and remained decidedly
4"neutral" was William Saroyan. Among American writers of the 
period, it was Saroyan who most resisted definitions and 
categories. "His writing suggested no immediate asssociation 
with a particular theory or political group from the 1930s, a 
decade in which a writer’s reputation was often defined by 
political allegiances" (Foster 6). Despite treating subjects 
and expressing sympathies which were dear to the hearts of the 
leftists, Saroyan refused to jump on the proletarian bandwagon 
because, as he wrote in "Quarter, Half, Three Quarters, and 
Whole Notes," "at heart I am an anarchist"'(Three 2).
From the very beginning, Saroyan was candid and 
forthcoming about where he stood on the issues. In "Prelude to 
an American Symphony," Saroyan declared his absolute 
neutrality in the following dialogue: "Are you a Communist?
No, I am what you see. A young man with a mustache. A young 
man...without being anything other than a young man” {Inhale 
194). He simply refused to accept the leftist proposition that 
a "writer had definite social obligations which he could ignore 
[only) at the peril of his creative work" (NM, Oct 23, 1934: 
15). In his story, "The Man Who Got Fat," Saroyan put it more 
bluntly: "I've got no use for organizations....They allow
slaves to go on being slaves... .They take a man's life and give 
him a penny" (Children 113).
Although Saroyan recognized the parlous state of domestic 
and international affairs, he adamantly refused to subordinate 
his personal and professional autonomy to ballyhoo for 
proletarian causes. For this reason, when writers like Nelson
5Algren, John Dos Passos, Theodore Dreiser, James T. Farrell, 
John Steinbeck, along with Robert Cantwell, Jack Conroy, Mike 
Gold, Josephine Herbst, and Meridel LeSueur among hundreds of 
others attended a "First Congress of American Writers" in 1935, 
Saroyan stayed away. The theme of the congress: "Capitalism
retards cultural development"; the purpose of the congress: to
accelerate the secession of American intellectuals from a 
discredited cultural establishment; the resolve of the 
congress: to formalize "the ideological uses of literature"
(Floan 36)— held little interest for Saroyan. Very simply he 
was unable to accept the proletarian proposition which equated 
political with creative values. Instead, in "Quarter, Half, 
Three Quarters, and Whole Notes," Saroyan declared that 
literature "need no longer concern itself solely with physical 
causes in the lives of men (this is history); on the contrary, it 
should concern itself with the subtlest and most evanescent of 
universal meanings" (Three 159) inherent in the consciousness 
of all human beings. In short, he did not believe what the 
leftists believed, that literature was secondary to 
politics.
"As it became increasingly clear that Saroyan would never 
conform to organized programs nor submit to group pressures, 
(the left) criticized or ignored him for...the rest of the 
decade" (Floan 37).2 When he was considered at all, he was 
soundly rebuked for his attempt to distance himself from 
partisan positions, "to keep...with himself" because, 
according to leftist postulates, "the writer can not remain
6aloof, no matter how distasteful 'politics' may be to him" (NM, 
Dec 20 1938: 21). Despite Horace Gregory's assessment of 
Saroyan's work as reflecting "the very social and psychological 
needs of the Depression-era enunciated by the proletarians" 
(New York Herald Tribune, Feb 23, 1936: 7), beginning with the 
publication of Inhale and Exhale in 1936, "The Committed (felt) 
that Saroyan was not effectively angry...not interested in 
ideology and therefore was of little use— indeed perhaps a 
danger to the Cause” (Justus-French 212).
In a February 28, 1938, issue of The Daily Worker, Mike 
Gold stated the leftist case against a writer like Saroyan: 
"There was such hope he was moving up from the bourgeois merde. 
It was right that we recognized in him a powerful, if bewildered 
talent (and) tried to free that talent from the muck of 
bourgeois (romanticism)....He was going somewhere, it was 
right to hope.... Now he is going nowhere" (PI?. April 1938, 63). 
And in "The Daring Young Man Confused," Alvah Bessie— who later 
was to become one of the Hollywood Ten convicted by the 1952 
House UnAmerican Activities Committee for contempt of 
Congress— wrote that "Saroyan is a (writer) of involved 
temperament...self-consuming, penumbral sensations, dreams, 
emotions in primitive strutting, simple affections and the 
caricatures of things ill-seen, and gives himself so little to 
think about... .Saroyan is a lazy mind" (NM, Nov 5, 1935: 25). In 
a later commentary called "William Saroyan, Requiescat," 
Bessie scorned Saroyan as "an exhibitionist, an egocentric, a 
braggart, a loudmouth, and an opportunist."' And Bessie was
7even more severe when he said that "in the days when Saroyan was 
first on the make he flirted with the left wing movement [and 
would] write anything, say anything, do anything he [thought 
would] celebrate his name." Admitting that he, along with 
others on the left, had "grossly exaggerated [Saroyan's] 
sincerity," Bessie wrote, "our daring young man reveals three 
interesting facts: They are 1. that he is a fraud, 2. that he
is a calculated court [establishment] jester, and 3. that he is 
a vicious and conscious enemy of human dignity" (NM, May 11, 
1940: 28-29).
While the establishment press (New Yorker, Saturday 
Review of Literature, New York Times) praised Saroyan's second 
volume of stories, Inhale and Exhale, the harsh proletarian 
reception started Saroyan on the road to leftist oblivion. A 
mild lampoon entitled "A NIGHT LETTER ON WILLIAM SAROYAN" by 
Kenneth Fearing, appeared in an early issue of the Partisan 
Review. It took the form of a dadaist collage which underscored 
(what was deemed to be) Saroyan's misguided aloofness from the 
domestic and international problems besetting the world: 
"QUOTE TELL HIM IT IS THE SAME EVERYWHERE TELL HIM IT HAS NOTHING 
TO DO WITH THE FORM OF GOVERNMENT CAPITALIST FASCIST 
PROLETARIAN IT IS THE SAME EVERYWHERE UNQUOTE. . .AND IT WILL BE 
THE SAME WITH KINGS AND CHILDREN A HUNDRED YEARS FROM NOW OR A 
THOUSAND UNQUOTE" (PR, April 1936, 930-931). Other attacks 
were far more disparaging. According to Meredel LeSueur, a 
leading female radical, Saroyan could no longer take refuge in 
the "fetish of being outside.. .being above or removed from left
8interests and goals” (JVM Feb 20, 1935: 22). Alfred Hayes, 
another left-leaning author, charged simply that Saroyan did 
not ask nor "answer important questions" (PR April-May 1935: 
30). Some, like Philip Rahv, heard a confusion of messages from 
Saroyan: in a world where "men [were] made frightening by
capitalism, (Saroyan accepts) on the one side the brutishness 
and sycophancy of commerce, or getting ahead in the world, and 
on the other (joins in) the struggle against the prevailing 
oppression" with the result that his stories are "without 
perception" ("Narcissus," PR, Jan-Feb 1935: 85). Residual
leftists retrospectively claimed that Saroyan offered only "a 
superficial view of.. .underprivileged masses.. .a paler version 
of the 'good nigger1 of Joel Harris and the old vaudeville stage 
in his white-faced from the lower strata of (society)" (Burgum 
264) .
Because Saroyan adamantly "refused to join with leftist 
writers and give his work a polemical, Marxist face" (Foster 
33), one that recognized "the complete unworthiness of the 
existing system" (Hicks-Robbins 12), it was believed that he 
had sold himself out to American capitalism by trading in 
illusions and purveying a special kind of "decadent optimism" 
that served the aims of fascist propaganda. "Masking himself as 
a democratic lover of humanity and believer in the essential 
goodness of man and life, (Saroyan wanted) to convince 
Americans of the necessity of becoming reconciled to the 
capitalist order, since no matter how monstrous things are, 
everything in the bourgeois world is for the best" (Brown 192).
9It was further argued that for Saroyan, lack of money--and 
therefore food and shelter— [are] more the occasion for sorrow 
at The Way Things Are and indefinable longing than it is a plea 
to correct these wrongs" (Justus-French 212). Gentler left- 
leaning critics, like Edmund Wilson, worried that Saroyan's 
stories "come close to the familiar complacency which declares 
that the unemployed are employable" {NR, March 18, 1940: 298). 
In a review of Joseph Freeman's book, The Tradition of American 
Revolutionary Literature, Samuel Silien wrote that Saroyan 
"has chosen to stay within his personal trance....It is hoped 
that the choice is not final" (NM , May 7, 1935: 26). At best, 
Saroyan was judged by the political left to be "naive...banal" 
(Gray 113), "flip and irreverent" (Aaron 307), lacking 
"authenticity...being irrelevant to the historical process 
society [was] undergoing" (Gilbert 114). The proletarian 
consensus was that Saroyan was a man who sought attention, yet 
avoided the moral responsibility that came with it. The net 
purpose of these negative and semi-negative reviews seemed to 
have been "to try to make him ashamed of himself" (Wilson 606). 
If Saroyan truly believed what the grandmother told her 
grandson in "The Living and the Dead" that "it is healthful to be 
disliked" ( Three 44), then he must have been a very healthy man 
and writer during those years.
In a storied response to the leftist judgments against 
him, Saroyan in "The House" remarked that "The others were 
stupid. . . .They didn't understand that in a way he was the best 
of them, the gamest. . . .They didn't realize that when they were
10
unfriendly to him they were behaving like the smug ones of the 
world....They were enjoying a vicious and wretched kind of 
stupidity" (Peace 86-87).
Of course, not everyone debunked Saroyan's achievement. 
The independent-minded H.L. Mencken praised him as "the only 
one of the (new) writers with pungency, with something fresh to 
say and a new way of saying it...at a time when other 
writers...turned to messiahs like Russia....Unlike these, 
Saroyan told a wonderful story in spite of the political 
essays...written by the Left idealists” (Nolte 253). James T. 
Farrell, too, offered a mild compliment to Saroyan when he said 
Saroyan's "1930s fiction attempted...to tell the story of 
the...American Melting Pot...from social backgrounds new to 
American fiction....Armenians, Negroes, Italians, Jewish soda 
clerks" (Farrell-Bogardus 209). Add to that list another half 
dozen ethnic groups, and citizens of the demimonde from 
gamblers to prostitutes, and one could very well be describing 
Saroyan's stock company of characters and by inference the 
disjointed threadbare society that spawned them. While others 
shaped their material to suit the editorial biases of various 
journals, left and right, Saroyan in "Fight Your Own War" said 
he “decided not to allow [himself) to become involved" ( Trapeze 
262) and refused to write anything that propagandized for 
social reform. Tending toward a limited assessment of culture 
and politics, Marxian communism, to Saroyan, was no better than 
other isms and ologies that attracted both misguided 
intellectuals and misled masses. "The kind [of ideologies] I
11
hate worse" he said once, "are the kind who think they belong to 
a special tribe of humanity [and] this tribe gripes me very much 
because I have an idea [they are only] as important as the fellow 
who sweeps up horse manure and dumps it into a can, and. . .a lot 
less interesting" (International Literature, Sept 1935: 10). 
From the first, then, Saroyan's position was clear. His 
position was to take no position. His modus operandi was simply 
"to tell a story, do not take sides" (Basmadjian-Hamalian 144). 
He was not about to become one of those disciples of radical 
reform Robinson Jeffers wrote about in his 1937 poem, Thebaid, 
in which the poet lamented "how many children/ Run home to 
Mother Church, Father State," because "Christ said, Marx wrote, 
Hitler says/ And though it seems absurd we believe/ And men are 
willing to die and kill for their faith," and "the air so 
trembled with intense hatred," making it difficult for "whoever 
wants to live harmlessly" (Selected Poetry 593).
Indeed, while Daniel Aaron's study of radical literature, 
Writers on the Left, shows that most authors at the time blamed 
the economic chaos of the Depression on the failure of 
capitalism, Saroyan's explanations were far more 
latitudinarian. In "Myself Upon the Earth," Saroyan wished 
"single-handedly [to expose] the notion of destruction which 
propagandists awaken in men.... I am trying to restore man to his 
natural dignity and gentleness. I want to restore man to 
himself. I want to send him from the mob to his own body and 
mind. I want to lift him from the nightmare of history to the 
calm dream of his own soul.... I want him to be himself. When the
12
spirit of a single man is taken from himself and he is made a 
member of a mob...the act is blasphemous" (Trapeze 54).
Still, despite his claim in "The Living and the Dead" that 
"I admire most those men of wisdom who will accept the tragic 
obligation to be irresponsible" (Three 54), there is 
considerable evidence that Saroyan, in his own way, echoed many 
of the concerns and judgments of those who sought social 
justice. Indeed, Granville Hicks, one of the leading 
apologists for the leftist cause, once formulated a writer's 
checklist of proletarian qualities, every one of which can be 
found among Saroyan’s miscellany of stories and 
autobiographical anecdotes. Hicks explains his proletarian 
aesthetic in I Like America: "The author must be able to make
the reader feel that he is participating in the lives described 
whether they are the lives of bourgeois or proletarian" (11); 
Saroyan does this. Stories "should grow out of the author's 
entire personality" (12); Saroyan's surely do. In fiction, 
"the various characters.. .may or may not have a factual 
relationship" (28); various, indeed, are Saroyan' s characters, 
many related by blood, all by spirit. "If the author is 
skillful, all come to know (him) thoroughly, and by virtue of 
knowing him so well we come to know his world" (38); Saroyan's 
world is indentified and identifying with him alone. "The 
author may begin and end his story where he pleases, and he may 
loiter as long as he cares to at one attractive spot along the 
way...and no critic (ought) tell (him he) must write of this 
kind of man or that" (30); all of which is a perfect description
13
of Saroyan "stories" and his attitude toward critics who try to 
tell him what to write about. "I am not interested in 
writers...who flatter their own weakness by expressing 
contempt for their native land" (5); certainly Saroyan does 
not. "What interests me is that...authors are discovering a new 
way of looking at and feeling about life" (63); surely Saroyan 
does. In sum, we get all of what the leftist critic, Hicks, 
expects from a writer: a new way of saying, of looking; a world
of people, places, and things created by and identifiable only 
as the author 1s.
On every count, then, Hicks ought to have especially 
appreciated Saroyan's approach to writing. Grounding his tales 
in private feelings, Saroyan's stories were also reflections of 
the public mood during those troubled times. In a manner less 
typical of the aesthetic objectivity of the twentieth century 
realists and more like the romantic subjectivity of the 1840s, 
Saroyan served both as principal characters in his stories and 
their creator, frequently interjecting his omniscient voice 
among the voices of his fictional counterparts. In "Myself Upon 
the Earth" Saroyan summarized his artistic position: "I do not
believe there is such a thing as.. .a story form. I believe there 
is man only. . . .1 am trying to carry over into this story of mine 
the man I am. And as much of the [whole] earth as I am able" 
( Trapeze 58). And in his story, "Corduroy Pants, " he attempted 
to answer his critics allegorically. In it a sensitive, 
imaginative child feels himself an outcast among his peers. He 
reads Schopenhauer, Nietszche, and Spinoza. Badly dressed in
14
his crude old pair of pants, "very patched" and "not in style," 
(like Saroyan's stories) he imagined the other boys offering 
him pants like theirs and he replied, "I don't want your old 
pants, and I don't want your new pants. I want my own God damn 
pants, and nobody else1 s. I'm in the world and I want my own 
pants....Have the boys with corduroy pants read Schopenhauer? 
No....They are wearing... corduroy pants, but they are blind 
with ignorance" (Children 49). Like the young narrator"s 
"pants," Saroyan's story-essays were his "own...and nobody 
else's ."
As in "Corduroy Pants," Saroyan's persona dominated all 
his work. The solipsism the proletarian critics complain about 
is no different from that found in Mark Twain, for instance, who 
had the same egotistical effrontery to project himself onto the 
center stage of life and literature by assuming the dual role of 
actual and fictional voices while describing "the human 
comedy."3 Saroyan's irrepressible personality could not be 
trammeled in a proletarian demeanor. In "Around the World with 
General Grant, " he expressed his worry about having to alter his 
manner to a leftist prescription: "I feared the thing. The dark
force. Evil and omnipotent. I feared some mysterious and 
incorrigible disintegration of my inward wholeness, destroying 
me....And I feared the arrival within myself of some unholy 
presence that would instantly nullify my cohesion" (Children 
29).
The contrast between "evil" and "good" amounted to a 
dissociation between a cerebrally determined program and one
15
viscerally adopted, between an intellectual position and an 
emotional one, between rigidity and flexibility, between 
closed-mindedness and a welcoming spirit, between dialectical 
certainties and mysterious uncertainties. Presuming to know by 
the calculus of Marxian formulas what is best for people, the 
leftists felt little patience for Saroyan's philosophically 
nonideological reactions to people and events. Random 
statements throughout his work reveal Saroyan's strongest hope 
for society lay in the individual, and the individual's hope lay 
in an awareness of the core of his own and everyone's absolute 
goodness. He wished to "lift (man] from the nightmare of 
history to the calm dream of his own soul'1 (Pells 228); in 
effect, to liberate the individual from the lesser claims of 
social obligations to the greater one of personal 
responsibility. In "The Messenger," he wrote of feeling "sad 
about everything, a mournful nostalgia for something 
impossible to define" (Children 144), but which the totality of 
his stories reveals to be the ideal way a society dreams about 
itself.
What mattered to Saroyan was that living conditions should 
get better and he did not care how. In "A Prayer for the 
Living,” he declared, "Do it through Communism, Fascism, 
Capitalism, or willy-nilly" (Tigers 176). On occasion, he 
attacked "repressive didactic social and political positions, 
but these attacks seem to result not from a special ideology but 
from a dislike of...positions that narrow and restrict human 
experience and opportunities" (Foster 73). Mainly, "he was
16
disdainful of ideology that undervalued the individual" (Floan 
42), which was, as Saroyan saw it, the tragic flaw of 
Communism.
One of his earliest stories, "Antranik of Armenia," might 
stand as a metaphor ("Everything I have written...is 
allegorical") (Basraadjian-Hamalian 145) of Saroyan's rejection 
of ideologies that only served to divide people and to aggravate 
woes. In this ostensibly ethnic— We Armenians— tale, Saroyan 
explicitly rejects what has been the easiest response for an 
oppressed group or nation— hatred of the oppresser. The 
"oppressed"(proletarian) Armenian, Saroyan implies in his 
story, is no better than the "oppressor" (Capitalist) Turk 
(Inhale): "The culture that survives because of its shared
hatred is not, he believes, a culture worth preserving" (Foster 
19).
Basic to this notion is the theme of "My Heart's in the 
Highlands" that "something is wrong somehow." In story after 
story it reverberates, not only as an awareness of things gone 
wrong, but also a sadness over the devastating effect these 
wrongs had on the spirit of discouraged and demoralized people. 
How else can readers view the comments in "Laughing Sam," 
repeated in variations in many stories, that "A lot of boys in my 
home town died of starvation, or strike violence, or despair" 
(Children 3); and "Here is the poor agonized 
body...undernourished...ill, wounded, graceless, foolish; 
here is the body of Our Lord outraged by the world" (Children 
5). In "The Monumental Arena," a character who expresses
17
Saroyan's point of view feels "sad...for all poor in all cities 
and in all countries, for man everywhere, caught up in the 
monumental arena, helplessly the victims of a vicious stupid 
game, wanting something....More money, but that isn't it. 
Better working hours...but that isn't it either. It is 
something beyond these....Something we have lost perhaps" 
(Peace 74). Further expressing the author's central concern, 
"Panorama Unmerciful" tells of Saroyan walking "among the 
unemployed, who are lost and bewildered and yet somehow strong 
and admirable, and I talk with them, and I try to get to that in 
them which is clean and decent in spite of outward filth and 
squalor" (Inhale 244). In "The World and the Theater," one of 
Saroyan's many newsboys shouts headlines of ugliness,
suffering, failure everywhere, and by force of repetition 
"these images lodged...themselves powerfully in his
consciousness. Poverty. . .made him particularly susceptible to 
human problems everywhere" (Floan 65), where police fire upon 
strikers and bash their heads, undernourished kids die before 
they reach the age of twenty, men line up outside shelters for a 
bowl of soup, hobos drift aimlessly from place to place looking 
for work, families are evicted with no place to go, a falsely 
accused Negro boy is targeted for lynching, Japanese troops 
invade Manchuria, Spanish civilians are blown to bits, Hitler 
threatens Czechoslavakia, Mussolini bullies Ethiopia.
He described the exact kind of world people lived in, which 
did not have the slightest resemblance to the romantic 
fantasies, the frivolous acceptance, the razzle-dazzle
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optimism,the scintillating insouciance, that the proletarian 
critics claimed his work contained. In his kaleidoscopic 
rendition of Thirties’ America, the pathos of the Depression 
comes across in real and touching terms, albeit cynical of the 
siren song of the good-fixers— the Communists, the Fascists, 
the Capitalists: three-dollar a week boarding house rooms in
"1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8;" 15C Barber College haircuts in "70,000
Assyrians;" the great dust storms of the Southwest in "Noonday 
Dark Unfolding Texas;” presidential politics and KKK ugliness 
in "Everything;" racial bigotry and mob violence in "Three, 
Four, Shut the Door;" people in "A Number of the Poor" who steal 
food because "they needed the stuff and didn’t have enough money 
to buy it" (Peace 63); unemployment, breadlines, hungry men 
being fed baloney sandwiches at kindly doorsteps— the whole 
grim picture of Depression era existence in the bleakest 
shades.
No one who reads these stories can deny the undercurrent of 
plaintiveness and worry that were common denominators of those 
unhappy years in America. Alienated, rootless, unattached, and 
somewhat melancholy, Saroyan’s characters are all 
autobiographical mirror images of himself, and all are valid 
reflections of grim and desperate moods engendered by the 
Depression. Though insisting on his right as an author not to 
become concerned about the mundane problems of society, Saroyan 
was nevertheless as deeply troubled by the events and 
circumstances of the day as any proletarian writer. In the 
dedication to Peace, It's Wonderful, he wrote that the book is
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"against all men who, deliberately, with guilt or innocence, 
out of nobility or stupidity, with regret or not with regret, 
are imposing death on the present world of helpless human 
beings." Indeed, it can be argued that Saroyan's distinctive 
voice, far different from the soap-box castigations of the 
sectarian left, spoke for the Depression decade more 
effectively than the most certified proletarian writers. There 
are, for instance, many stories whose central issue are strikes 
and strikebreaking violence that was such a large part of the 
American news in the Thirties. In "Dear Greta Garbo," a young 
man speaks about "the recent Detroit riot in which my head was 
broken.. .water hoses and tear gas and the rest of it" ( Trapeze 
207). "With a Hey Nonny Nonny" tells of Mexican farm laborers 
protesting for a a livable wage and strikebreakers dealing 
harshly with them. Rivas, the young Mexican, "could see the 
consequent ugliness (of the strike) , the rich ones angry and the 
poor ones angry, and then bitter hate, and then...shouting and 
killing" (Inhale 213); eventually Rivas is slain, "his body 
mangled and his spirit destroyed" (Inhale 216). In "The 
Monumental Arena," Saroyan wrote about "the rich...using the 
clubs of the police to bash a few strikers' heads" and to break 
the strike" ( Peace 72). In "My Uncle and the Mexicans, " a strike 
is planned because 300 an hour for picking grapes is "not 
enough," one man said. "There are too many mouths to feed this 
winter" (Children 180). In "Prelude to an American Symphony," 
Saroyan wrote, "Bang, bang, killing strikers...bang, bang, 
killing the poor....It is full of blood and death and the
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running of workers and machinegun fire....Sure...he was 
bitter” (Inhale 185).
On occasion, Saroyan's frequently lighthearted account of 
the times belied the seriousness of his concern, as in 
"International Harvester" where a character says, "I don't know 
anything about a revolution but I sure would appreciate it if 
you would give me the address of a good hooker" (Inhale 77). 
Such an impish remark, along with others like it, suggests the 
complex quality of Saroyan's nature. Many stories illustrate 
this very point. The title of one, "Hunger Laughing," reveals 
Saroyan's oxymoronic tendency to evoke the bitter-sweet 
essence of Depression hardships. "On the seventh day of 
nothing," the young man in the story "began laughing." His 
money has run out, he's had "no decent food for seven 
days.. .can't get a job, and won't beg" (Inhale 230). Another, 
"Laughter, " tells of a ten-year old boy who is kept after school 
by his teacher as punishment for laughing aloud in class. What 
the teacher fails to understand is that his laughter (much like 
Saroyan's) was only inside-out crying, a complex reaction to 
the troubles and tribulations people must endure in difficult 
times. "He was laughing because of all the anger and yearning 
and disappointment in his heart.. .and he was laughing at all the 
pathetic things in the world, the things good people cried 
about.. .the timid people being smashed inwardly by the fat and 
cruel people...and the misunderstandings everywhere, the 
everlasting conflict...the things that made a man a malignant 
thing" ( Trapeze 196-7). While in "Laughing Sam" Sam's laughter
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"made people sore at him [since] it wasn't right to laugh about 
everything" (Children 9), about unemployment and war news, 
until finally everyone came to realize that Sam "wasn't 
laughing. It sounded like laughing but he was crying. His heart 
was breaking about everything, and he was crying. He was doing 
it by laughing" (Children 11). Laughing, a theme sounded in 
similar tales, was Saroyan's way of disguising pain. As the 
narrator of "Seventy Thousand Assyrians" said, he hoped that 
people realize that his laughter is sad. Saroyan explained it 
succinctly in "Quarter, Half, Three-Quarter, and Whole Notes" : 
"I must laugh and feel that all is right when all is wrong" 
(Three 150). Clearly, his characters grieve and yet laugh to 
keep their spirits up. For Saroyan, laughter becomes a defense 
mechanism, a way of warding off despair. In the same way, his 
occasional goofiness works as a coverup for overwhelming 
sorrow. "I [see] everything that's taking place and it gets me 
down" he confesses in "Panorama Unmerciful" (Inhale 243). Like 
one of his own newsboys shouting headlines that told of horrors 
and heartaches, Saroyan laughed-cried about them.
The disenchantment felt by Saroyan was most effectively 
rendered in many of his children's stories. In "The Living and 
the Dead," he wrote "I saw a child staring at the world from a 
window and crying, and this. . .brought me to the essential error 
of our effort, since if a child, who is innocent, can not see 
good in the world, then certainly there must be little good in 
it....Insanity...idiocy and waste and error, cruelty...pain 
and poverty...and the children of the world eternally at the
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window...weeping at the strangeness of this place. Sure, teach 
them the gospel of Marx...and they will not stare from the 
window" {Three 53). Similarly, "The Sunday Zeppelin" centers 
around the false promises made by "the world" to children. In it 
two boys are seduced by the deceptive advertising of a mail­
order company that promises to send a zeppelin for a dollar. The 
picture in the Sunday School paper, Boy’s World (suggesting 
complicity on the part of religious institutions), "showed two 
boys high in the sky, standing in the basket of the zeppelin; 
both of the boys looked sad; they were waving goodbye" ( Children 
33). Instead of the expected real thing--"I thought the 
zeppelin was coming out in a freight car" {Children 40)— they 
receive a tissue paper replica that tears during assembly. This 
could be construed as Saroyan's oblique warning to readers. 
Beware of similar false promises by anybody, including the 
promises ideologies of every kind make but which may be tissue 
paper thin, break easily, and finally thwart human hopes and 
dreams. In "Public Speech," he wrote, "I sincerely wish I could 
believe with the communists that there is hope for the masses, 
but I cannot... .The masses aren't ready for the shock of genuine 
knowing and not spiritually equipped to face the inward tragedy 
which occurs with genuine knowing. I don’t think The Communists 
are either" {Three 60-70).
Saroyan's refusal to adopt the collectivist rhetoric of 
the Thirties must not be taken as a proclamation of 
indifference, but as a suspicion of the mass-mind concept and 
the regimentation of the masses. The author did not see the
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individual as part of a social complex who would regain his 
integrity through a just social order. In his view, "The 
problem did not begin on the outside...but within the secret 
world of the self” (Foster 28-29). Political solutions to 
problems of inner growth were fraudulent, according to Saroyan, 
"because the struggle for ’genuine knowing1 is ultimately a 
private, individual, interior quest" (Colonne 44). Thus, 
Saroyan refused to rely on formulas of either the left or right. 
His was a resistance to regimentation in any form; fascism, 
communism, crowded subways, dehumanized movies, anything "that 
would deprive people of life-giving sensitivities and 
responsiveness" (Floan 55). In "Am I Your World?” Saroyan 
grieves, "What waste, the proletarians say, what waste. Awful. 
Awful. Awful awful awful. It’s true too, it is awful....It 
ain't right to be the awful way it is when it could be a much 
finer way, but how? They've got to make it better, each man by 
himself, and to do that he's got to be practically anti-social. 
He's got to be all alone with never more than one of them. 
Together the two of them got to make the world over for 
themselves" ( Tigers 84).
According to Saroyan, then, the social reformers were 
constantly asking the question, 'who and what will provide?' 
That is, to Saroyan, they were constantly asking the wrong 
questions or were being too limited in their concerns and 
oblivious to the important emotional needs of the people. 
Moreover, he challenged the sincerity of the bleeding-heart 
liberals, many of whom had well-paying jobs scripting Hollywood
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movies. In "What We Want Is Love and Money," Saroyan derided 
Hollywood's social irresponsibility for giving (them] a lot of 
dough to write escapist movies (Peace 15). In "A Scenario for 
Karl Marx" he chastised the proletarian activists especially, 
suspecting their genuine convictions and their real motives: 
"Let me tell you who the class-conscious babies are with. 
They're with Paramount, MGM, Warner Brothers, Fox, Columbia, 
and Universal....They're writing movies, and they're 
collecting plenty of money for doing it... .They' re radical all 
right, but if Papa Marx were alive, he'd be raising hell with you 
boys. So you're waiting for the revolution and you're writing 
Hollywood movies" (Tigers 125-127). This is a not so subtle 
satiric portrait of many self-proclaimed leftist intellectuals 
and artists. They were offering advice, making battle plans, 
and spouting a Marxian philosophy while "collecting" large 
salaries, driving expensive sport cars, doing the night club 
scene, and often drinking rum and coke beside their private 
pools. Saroyan believed that the proletarian writers possessed 
an elitist, patrician attitude; while they celebrated the 
worker, they were not genuinely of the working class. To 
Saroyan there was something patently hypocritical about 
identifying themselves with the proletarian downtrodden, the 
unemployed, the hopeless, the helpless, the hungry. Saroyan 
further razzes the Communist writers in "The Revolution," where 
he declared, "I would like to see poor people —  living better 
lives and all that, and if the only way to get [this] is to have a 
revolution, then I'm in favor of one, and the sooner the better,
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but I can't see where taking up with a fat rich lady (was there 
anything in Karl Marx that said a young communist... could 
accept money from her?) can help make revolution" (Inhale 
296).
Saroyan's strong anticommunist sentiment is revealed in a 
long story entitled, "The Living and the Dead," whose basic 
theme is spiritual poverty in the present world where a foreign- 
born grandmother asserts the virtues of an earlier more 
wholesome civilization as an antidote for modern distressed 
America. In the tale, the grandmother clings to the memory of 
her husband, a man who exemplified all of the important 
spiritual qualities so lacking in the younger generation. Her 
self-reliance, endurance and cheerful heart protect her from 
the seductive plausibilities of the Communist line to which she 
is exposed through her grandson and his friends. "Do you 
realize the world is going mad?" the young Communist would-be 
writer says, "The poor are perishing like flies. Starving to 
death. Freezing to death" ( Three 36). To which the grandmother 
replies, "Everybody is poor. The richest man in the world is no 
less poor than the poorest. All over the world there is poverty 
of spirit" (Three 50). Armed with the wisdom of his 
grandmother, the grandson comes to see that the chaos, the 
uncertainties, the problems of the world are the result of human 
failings that are not factored into the Marxian philosophy. In 
"The La Salle Hotel in Chicago," a cynical and impious old 
anarchist "who thought communists were dopes" actually 
encourages a young man in love to work and succeed within the
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system for which the anarchist has little use. It is a typical 
Saroyan situation: a young man falls in love at first sight with 
a waitress and wants to get married, but can't because he has no 
job. The boy is starving, miserable, worried, undernourished, 
but that does not stop him from falling in love; it may even have 
happened because of his desperation. "I've been going around to 
the agencies, but it don't look good," he tells the anarchist. 
"If I could get a job we could get married" (Hat 18). Despite 
his own "politics" the anarchist regarded the boy's right to his 
youthful dreams and love as more important than any ideological 
principle. He "believed that nothing in the world should stop 
this boy from getting a job...and having a regular weekly 
salary...and marrying the waitress" (Hat 30).
The fundamental problem of the proletarian movement as 
Saroyan saw it was the isolation of the economic and political 
ideology from the center of human experience. Implicit in that 
thought is his sorrowful "awareness that America (was becoming) 
an economy and not a culture" (Aram 31). "While many writers in 
the 1930s were dedicated to a creation of a new society, Saroyan 
wrote about the need to return to traditional values and customs 
(predicated on a) sense of decency and fair play, civility, and 
generosity of spirit" (Foster 20) and "a recognition of the 
human condition as something to be endured" (Floan 70)--the 
very lessons the grandson learns in "The Living and the Dead" 
from his grandmother who was "afraid (that) good things would be 
lost and forgotten" ( Three 50). What Saroyan gives the reader 
in his attempt to communicate his brand of "seeing" is not
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ideology but specific content in the shape of ordinary people's 
attitudes, moods, patterns of actions, relationships, and a 
variety of commonplace everyday sensory and psychological 
meanderings. He constantly reminds us in the world of warring 
ideologies that the so-called "dedicated" forget the little 
people, the ordinary people, the honest decent people, whose 
interests are not really being served in the desire to create a 
brave— and, Saroyan might add, misshapen— new world. 
Certainly Saroyan was aware of what the left-leaners thought of 
him, and in his stories he retaliated often in muted and 
sometimes in noisy statements, as in "The Proletarian Trap 
Drum," that were scornful of the "blind certainty" of those who 
professed faith in "the dictatorship of the proletariat"
(Inhale 396). He held "little hope in communism as an
instrument for the emergence of a new civilized order based on 
the ideals of the common man" (Darwent-Hamalian 29).
Instead, Saroyan held great hope in the reemergence of an
old civilized order based on the ideals of an uncommon man.
Trusting to the enormous resources of good will among ordinary 
people, Saroyan optimistically believed that any crisis could 
be overcome. "I honestly believe," he said in "Public Speech," 
that there "is hope for man, for one man at a time... .1 know the 
communists, if they read this, will make faces and say I 'm nuts" 
(Three 69). More pointedly, in "The Living and the Dead," an 
impoverished writer who grieves over "twenty five million 
unhappy men, women and children in America," attends a meeting 
of local Communists, but soon realizes that the misery of the
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times involved fundamental inadequacies that are overlooked by
the Party's economic program: "What good will it do when
everybody has bread, Comrades? What good will it do when
everybody has cake, Comrades? What good will it do when
everybody has everything? Everything isn't enough, Comrades" 
( Three 37). Or, putting it in another way in "Ah Life, Ah Death, 
Ah Music, Ah France, Ah Everything," a Saroyan character says, 
"After the revolution everything will be the same. Everything 
will be exactly the way it was before the revolution, only the 
young...will be dead. Every lousy thing in the world will be 
lousy the same way as before, ah lousy business. Ah 
fraudulence, ah treachery. Every cockeyed thing in the 
universe will be the same except the young...will be dead, ah 
sadness, ah misery" (flat 17).
Still, Saroyan's misgivings were not limited to the way 
things might be in a Marxist scenario but the way things are in a 
capitalistic script. Here and there, a Saroyan tale has a 
distinctive class-warfare ring to it, and illustrates the 
conviction that a monied oligarchy was bent on securing and 
maintaining its exploitative hold on a base of underclass 
workers. In "The Man Who Got Fat," he said, taking a page out of 
the Marxist book, "If the machine makes a lot of money, the money 
belongs to the slaves who are the machines. That's my theory" 
( Children 129). In an interview printed in The Literary Review, 
entitled "Memory of the Uppression," Saroyan made another 
Marxian observation about "the monetary system (at the time) 
and interest coming to money, or usury: a kind of shocking
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conspiracy among the rich and powerful to keep the poor and 
their workers properly poor" (Fall 1983: 11). And in "The 
Living and the Dead" he refers to Morgan and Mellon, in a phrase 
out of the Communist lexicon, as "blood-sucking Capitalists" 
(Three 37).
Some stories offer satirical portraits of men and women 
who have accepted the premises of materialistic capitalism and 
suffered its soul-deadening effects. The titled character in 
"Harry" is reminiscent of those in Sinclair Lewis' Babbitt. He 
is "a real American go-getter (who) could sell anything to 
anybody (through) trickery and the social and moral cost of 
opportunism" (Floan 28). "All he wanted was to keep on making 
money" (Trapeze 181). Then again, in "Some Day I'll Be a 
Millionaire," a married couple with little money lose their 
jobs, yet find important neglected delights in the sights of 
people, places, and things long overlooked in their 
determination to get ahead. "Those were the best days of 
all. .. .We had nowhere to go.. . .We used to think it was terrible 
because neither of us had a job....It wasn't terrible though. 
It was the best thing that ever happened to us" ( Tigers 258-9) . 
When the husband finds work again, their lives become 
conversely drab, uneventful, insipid. They didn't "talk the 
way (they) used to...or go to Callaghan's for coffee and 
doughnuts... .Once again they were good citizens and want to 
become millionaire (s }" ( Tigers 259, 267-8). Viewing America 
not as a culture but an economy, they failed to understand (as 
Saroyan did in "The Monumental Arena") that "the rich are
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sometimes more miserable than the poor, and they have enough to 
buy everything that can be bought"(Peace 75).
At the same time, many stories take the form of a 
resentment against the few rich who arrogate privileges 
unavailable to the majority poor. "Prelude to an American 
Symphony," a typical Saroyan Depression tale with heavy 
biographical implications, details the vampirism of the rich. 
It tells of an accomplished but poor pianist who becomes the 
prized possession of "the (rich) punks of the world....He came 
from the street. The little boy made good, so they took him 
up. . . .They took the genius right to their heart and their beds" 
(Inhale 185) and made him less of an artist and a man. Similarly 
suggestive of the self-interest and exclusivity of the wealthy, 
"The Coldest Winter Since 1854" dramatizes the sadness of 
impossible love when a boy's infatuation with a girl comes to an 
end because he is poor and "Emma Hine' s papa was about the 
richest man in town" (Children 63). Apparently the gulf which 
divides the classes is too wide to cross as far as the snobby 
rich parents determine. "It's no good. She is a rich man's 
daughter. You're a poor man's son. It won't work" (Children 
65). "Public Speech" goes even further in its indictment of the 
establishment rich by naming names, along with its anti- 
acquisitive moral. In a way, it is a modern rendition of 
Chaucer's "Pardoner's Tale" of greed. Saroyan's radical orator 
(a little like Chaucer's Pardoner), in modernizing the medieval 
exemplum , identifies the three greedy "rioters" as "Andrew 
Mellon, J.P. Morgan, and John D. Rockefeller" (Three 37).
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Another more veiled indictment of establishment values comes in 
"Dear Greta Garbo" with its "commentary...about the spirit of 
the age in which the taste for glamour and lavishness of movie 
queens contrasted sharply with its economic perils, 
sparseness, and violent strikes" (Floan 34). In "Sunday 
Zeppelin," Saroyan wrote, "The movies teach us to be 
dissatisfied with what we've got. We see people riding around 
in big cars and living in big houses. . . .We start wanting these 
things. . .and we. . .haven't got the money to buy them with so we 
feel bad" (Children 31).
Time after time, Saroyan faulted the present system, and 
its inability to solve the troubles besetting people. In a 
letter to Jules Archer, Saroyan explained that the cryptic 
title of his story, "Aspirin Is a Member of the NRA, came "from 
a radio program [advertising slogan) 'Bayer Aspirin is a Member 
of the NRA.1 It means that contemporary management of public 
affairs helps everyone to evade fundamentals" (Trapeze 138); 
"pain is eased, but future pain is not avoided" (Hamalian 212). 
"Aspirin" is among the bleakest of Saroyan's short stories. 
The suffering that the narrator feels parallels the pain he 
finds in the streets and on the subway, and he imagines a 
national headache with only an aspirin to deaden the pain. 
Aspirin IS part of the solution of the National Recovery Act, 
but is a short-lived palliative that does not solve the causes 
of the headache. The story ends with an apocalyptic vision of 
people taking on the system by destroying the dehumanizing 
mechanical world around them. While Saroyan "offered no
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panacea as a way out of the Depression, he believed that people 
were beautiful, that the most foolish among them must be 
cherished, that political philosophies of every kind jostle 
them with little concern for justice" (Gray 110). Of course, 
one way or another all writers are propagandists, and Saroyan 
was no different— but his was a "propaganda" against 
propaganda, and his picture of "all the lonely people" was an 
attempt to express reactions to the dire circumstances that 
affected them profoundly by underscoring their virtues as 
equally important with the concern for justice.
In many tales, Saroyan does indeed sound some familiar 
proletarian notes, but for him redemption of society was not to 
be accomplished by political or mass action but through the 
redemption of the individual (soul)" (Foster 28). In the 
collection of Inhale and Exhale stories,Saroyan1 s road company 
of motley and disparate immigrant characters— Russians, 
Italians, Swedes, Poles, Mexicans, Japanese, and of course 
Armenians, as well as native-born Americans in their various 
roles as underdogs, vagrants, thieves, peddlers, con-men, 
unknown artists, bewildered Negroes, sad Jews, Streetwalkers 
with hearts of gold, half-criminals, unemployed actors, green 
grocers, gamblers, would-be writers, telegraph messengers, 
elevator operators, movie managers, waitresses, grape pickers, 
longshoremen, bartenders, drunkards, rug merchants— a 
collection of innocent, helpless, mostly down-and-outers— are 
"The people with whom (Saroyan) would make fellowship...the 
rootless elements of the population who, since they do not fit
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comfortably into our present system...have some special 
knowledge of happiness" (Trilling 178), yet find simple 
survival an epic task.
Many stories are variations on the theme of young, 
bemused, half-hungry writers who travel the highways and byways 
of country and city enduring and witnessing the pain and trials 
of millions of their fellow Americans. This world is vividly 
depicted in "Noonday Dark Unfolding Texas," where one young 
writer describes "a wasteland, a landscape devoid of meaning 
and hope" (Colonne 41); "It was a dead city, it was part of a 
dead world, a universe dying, aching with loneliness, gasping 
for breath" (Peace 133). In "The Living and the Dead," Saroyan 
wrote, "I walked...the streets of San Francisco, where the 
misery of man stalks back and forth in the nightmare images of 
creatures once mortal and now dispersed...or mangled as a 
crushed insect is mangled...these broken bodies, these slain 
souls, passing in the street, going nowhere, and returning 
nowhere" (Three 173). "The World's Champion Elevator 
Operator, " tells the grim story of a man whose $15 a week salary 
is enough for "rent, food, clothing, Sunday paper, radio, and 
all bills. ..except in the case of illness like where Mary went 
to the hospital and died, sixteen months ago, his only 
child....He was still paying fifty cents a week for the ground 
in the cemetery. . . .At the rate he was going he guessed he'd be 
paying for that ground...till he died" (Children 164-5). More 
succinctly, Saroyan wrote in "The World and the Theater" of "how 
frightened were the eyes of the living I You'd think the world
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was coming to an end. You'd think everybody was going to die and 
mud again....The only thing you would feel was the desolating 
sadness of everyone...and the ineffectuality" (Inhale 18).
Farther from home, but no less relevant to Depression 
America, the events unfolding on the world stage also occupied 
much of Saroyan's thoughts: "O.K. Baby, This is the World" is
about the sadness of Fascists approaching Madrid near the end of 
the Spanish Civil War. "Everything" tells of the brutality of 
Japan's invasion of Manchuria. "Citizens of the Third Grade" 
touches upon Mussolini's invasion of Ethiopia. "The Greatest 
Country in the World" warns the readers that Germany is about to 
invade Czechoslovakia. In "The Legend Makers" there is much 
talk about Hitler, Mussolini, and the spread of Fascism over 
Europe. In "The Trouble with Tigers," Saroyan spoke 
autobiographically: "It looks like we're going to have a solid
Fascist Europe." The young man in the story, when asked by the 
proletarian writer what he "intended to do about Fascism" 
answered that he will “wait for it to end" ( Tigers 94). True to 
form, Saroyan would not take up a popular political cause. In 
1939, the League of American Writers published letters from 418 
American authors and intellectuals supporting the Loyalists in 
the Spanish Civil War, a Saroyan statement not among them. 
(Writers Take Sides 1-60)5 . He reserved his opinions on the 
subject for his stories. In "The Best and Worst People of 1938," 
he wrote "We all know we don't like Fascism. Saying we don't 
doesn't mean anything" (Peace 121). But the story is more anti­
war than anti-Fascist. It tells of a young man who volunteers to
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fight with the Loyalists. His mother tries to talk him out of 
it: "You' 11 be killed. You' re no Communist. " Still, he goes to
fight and is killed. When Pete, the young Communist in "The 
Living and the Dead," tells his friend that "Fascism will end 
free speech...free thinking," his friend, representing 
Saroyan's point of view, replies, "Well that ain't so bad....A 
man can always get by without free speech. There isn't much to 
say anyway... .Living won't stop when free speech does. 
Everybody except a few debaters will go on living the same as 
ever" ( Three 38). Sentiments like this and even more egregious 
declarations like those expressed in "The Trouble with Tigers" 
allowing that "Fascists are people too....They think they're 
right and they're willing to die for whatever they believe," and 
"I don't believe I've ever been really sore at Hearst or Hitler 
or Mussolini" ( Tigers 102, 98) alienated Saroyan from the full 
spectrum of the liberal community. Matters were made worse when 
he expressed the shocking opinion in "The Best and Worst People 
and Things of 1938," that Chamberlain was the number one heel of 
the year: "Anybody can nominate Hitler. Chamberlain would be
better" (Peace 136); but in "Saturday Night" came Saroyan's 
more earnest feeling "that Hitler is a rat....He is a major 
rat....Everybody knows Hitler is a rat....The whole world is 
waiting for Hitler to die. Nobody will be happy again till 
Hitler's dead" (Hat 40-41).
Infelicitous as some of these remarks are they should not 
detract from the genuine anguish Saroyan felt over starving 
millions of people. His main worry in "My Heart's in the
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Highlands" was that the world seemed once more heading toward a 
killing war. The factional contentions among the Fascists, 
Communists, and Capitalists were reaching the boiling point: 
"Austria, France, England, Russia, zeppelins, submarines, 
tanks, machine guns, bombs.... They've gone crazy again" (Hat 
63). In "Public Speech, " Saroyan delivers another strong anti­
war message, referring to "those innocent and helpless 
souls...marching sheepishly to war, led by wild oratory, 
scientific propaganda [which provides) an opportunity... for 
every man. . .to perform some pointless feat of heroism. . .even if 
one eye is gone, one leg, one arm, or one testicle, or both" 
(Three 85). Often his anti-war commentary became very severe: 
"They are fools who do not stick to their tranquility. I shall 
have no pity for the dead. . .Let them die, I don't care what 
impelled each one of them to accept the war. . . .They were alive. 
They are dead. Well, let me tell you something. If they were 
dead from a war, they were never alive" (Three 89), Saroyan 
wrote, disclosing a pacifism that is philosophically as 
paradoxical as it is harsh. The title, "Fight Your Own War," 
sums up Saroyan's point of view: This story tells of a young
would-be writer who struggles to survive the poverty of the 
Depression and the menace of an approaching world war. When 
asked "Don't you want to fight for democracy...or something 
like that?" he replies, "No. . .1 dislike walking in an army. . . .1 
like to walk alone" (Trapeze 260).
Saroyan's international concern comes across best in a 
story entitled "Citizens of the Third Grade." In it the
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tensions and hostilities between nations are played out in 
microcosm among school children of different ethnic and racial 
backgrounds. At the time of the story, Italy has invaded 
Abyssinia, encouraging Tom Lucca, the young Italian citizen of 
the third grade, to taunt Negro twins in his class. 
Conditioned to ideas derived from his parents, that the whole 
world is against Italians, he resists the teacher’s peace­
making efforts. The Negro boys, sensitive about the Italian 
invasion of a surrogate homeland, see what is happening in 
Abyssinia as a metaphor for their own embattled lives in school 
and the neighborhood. Inevitably, despite the teacher’s good 
intentions, there is a fight, which she stops— but the 
hostility persists and the boys in the end refuse to shake 
hands. Parable-like, the story uses a fight among eight-year 
old school children to represent the hostility and violence 
among nations.
In literally hundreds of passages and references, Saroyan 
demonstrated an absolutely relentless awareness of 1 What it 
meant in human terras to live through the crisis of a Depression" 
(Floan 20) and the threat of a coming war. The unemployed and 
hopeless, the hungry and tired faces, the dispossessed and 
homeless, breadlines and apple-sellers are constant presences 
in the stories. Little of that stressful time eluded Saroyan's 
attention and comment— from the shrill seductive litanies of 
Communism, Fascism, Americanism to the foreboding images of 
widespread international aggression and banditry, labor 
unrests at home, the failing experiments of the New Deal, and a
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cast of characters that included Franco, FDR, Hearst, J.P. 
Morgan, Stalin, Hitler, Mussolini, Chiang, Hirohito, and Haile 
Selassie.
Despite this, his odd estimate of those years, as he admits 
in "Memories of the Uppression, " was that "it was a beautiful 
time, and the fraudulence of the world couldn't diminish the 
beauty...a time...when certain kinds of human existence 
counted for more than today" (The Literary Review, Fall 1983: 
11). There were always aspects of challenge, aspects of 
"sharing the whole adventure and the deepest implications of 
it" (Basmadjian-Hamalian 145) which according to Saroyan, 
brought people in their mutual sorrow closer together in an 
expression of the basic affections human beings have for one 
another. Such affections are revealed in example after example 
of generosity and caring of all kinds, where those with little 
help those with nothing— a grocer gives vegetables to people 
too poor to pay; a young man shares a hamburger and his room with 
a girl who is hungry and without a place to sleep; a white man 
defends a black boy against unfair charges; old people 
encourage the young not to despair.
Current as many topical references and concerns were and 
despite the concrete evocation of the familiar Depression and 
Clouds of War landscapes, a world that seems somehow 
ungeographical emerges from Saroyan's stories of the period. 
This is not to say that he was in any way, as some have charged, 
an escapist writer. His was a world every bit as real as that 
depicted by the proletarians. Instead of insisting on an
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objective reality to be interpreted through a political 
ideology or system, however, Saroyan offered more of a 
universal message. He spoke in "Seventy Thousand Assyrians" to 
and of "The heart of man, the unwritten part of man, that which 
is eternal and common to all" (Trapeze 32). He called for the 
nourishment of the soul more than the sustenance of the flesh. 
Economic empiricism, the logical rationalizations of the 
various "isms" that flourished in the Thirties, were no match 
for the transcendental certitude which formed the basis of 
Saroyan’s philosophy and inspired his central point of view—  
that truths of the heart are more reliable than those of the 
head.
At any rate, Saroyan never presumed to provide answers to 
the troublesome political and social questions of the day. 
"I'll have to apologize for that," he says in "For My Part I'll 
Smoke a Good Ten Cents Cigar.” Pointing to the proletarian 
know-it-alls, he recommends that "You'll have to go to the other 
boys (for answers to those questions)....They'11 explain 
everything. . . .The best I can do is smoke a fine panatella cigar" 
(Hat 63).
Through Saroyan, then, the Depression is experienced from 
an intensely personal angle--that of an artist fighting to 
maintain equilibrium, integrity, and independence. Like 
Archibald MacLeish, who at one point in his career shared 
Saroyan’s resistance to becoming a spokesman for any particular 
cause, Saroyan believed that "He (who) goes naked goes further 
than another. Wrap the bard in a flag/ or a school and they'll
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jimmy his/ Door down and be thick in bed— for a month." In a 
nutshell, MacLeish's Invocation to a Social Muse offers a neat 
poetic summary of the central fight Saroyan waged over six 
years-worth of stories. While the voice of the artist is 
emphatic in Saroyan, affirming his "right" to avoid bandwagon 
creativity, he was no ivory tower, art-for-art's sake aesthete, 
no disciple of the decadent mood of many contemporary poets—  
("Who recalls the address now of the Imagists?" MacLeish asks in 
Invocation).
In the story, "Fight Your Own War," Saroyan issued his 
declaration against joining national crusades, against being 
mobilized to destroy enemies of any kind, against using art for 
the purpose of propaganda, against becoming involved in 
organized movements which invariably asked people to sacrifice 
their individuality and even to die for abstractions. In 
"Panorama Unmerciful," he explained that he meant to write 
"stories, maybe that will have the effect of improving the 
vision of man, of elevating his spirit...and the more I think 
about this, the more I am convinced that this is essentially the 
job of every man who writes" (Inhale 241-2). As much as he was 
concerned for himself as an artist, he was concerned for his 
fellow citizens. Missionary-like, Saroyan was preoccupied 
with the redemption of people (not simply from the morass of 
hard times or the possibility of a killing war— these were 
tragic but momentary historical aberrations that would pass) 
from attachments to values that worked against their own best 
interests. To put it somewhat grandiosely, Saroyan was
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interested in "the salvation of mankind's endless future" 
(Three 135) .
His intense and even complex moral quality, however, may 
not be understood at first reading because it is concealed 
behind and mixed with his own prideful estimate of himself, by 
his frivolous preferences for "hookers" and "Panatella 
cigars," and any "ism" that would provide him hyperbolically 
with "five meals a day," along with his frequent "escapes" to 
the movies, saloons, and gambling joints, and his avowed 
political agnosticism. In all these declarations, Saroyan took 
the liberty of a poet whose special trade is sleight-of-hand and 
camouflage of feelings. Saroyan's attitude, then, was 
political agnosticism rather than political atheism. One of 
the ironies is that of all those who professed radical ideas in 
the Thirties, when competing "isms" sought to capture and 
coalesce the masses, Saroyan was radical in the best sense of 
the word, since he manifested in his person and in his work the 
quintessentially rebellious need to remain free and 
independent. He was primarily concerned about the loss of that 
freedom to everyone, not only by "the violent organized death of 
war...but (by) the regimentation of fascism and 
communism...the dread of poverty, the subtle corruption of 
luxury, all (working) together to deprive (people) of...life 
giving sensibilities and responsiveness” (Floan 54-5). In "The 
Trouble with Tigers," these are the "tigers" which stalk the 
suffering and worried. The keynote story of this collection, 
"O.K. Baby, This is the World," projects one of Saroyan's
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favorite subjects--"the value of suffering. . . .Sadness and pain 
were everywhere present...as the condition in which his people 
must live. . . .It is the wisdom of acceptance" (Floan 58) and the 
admirable frugality of making the best of anything (Burgum 
264), sentiments that were anathema to the true believers on the 
left. "Misery in (Saroyan's world] is sometimes treated so 
poetically that it seems the reader is invited to live in it,1 
says G. Basmadjian in "Candid Conversation," to which Saroyan 
replied, "If [suffering] is unavoidable (as it most certainly 
was in the Depression) what it can do to our soul and character, 
is usable" (Basmadjian-Hamalian 139). Even romantic love 
unconsummated because of the Depression represents for Saroyan 
a lesson in "discipline...by finding it to be another of life's 
failures" (Burgum 365). "Pain in...living seems more 
reasonable than the absence of pain," he claimed in "The Living 
and the Dead, " with "stress. . .the basic scheme or function of 
life in the world" ( Three 51). Indeed, "there is grief aplenty 
(in Saroyan) but man is a miracle and merely living confirms 
life's miraculousness" (French 213).
Grief aplenty and life's miraculousness are certainly the 
essence of the titled story in The Daring Young Man on the Flying 
Trapezer one that has synecdochic relevance to everything 
Saroyan wrote in the Thirties. Reflecting the bewilderment and 
discouragement of the times, the story deals with the 
indifference of the world to a would-be artist-writer, "and is 
among the most forceful and frightening expressions of what it 
meant to be alive in the 1930s" (Foster 25). A young man goes
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for a job interview only to find that "already there were two 
dozen more in the place, " looking unsuccessfully for work, 
going through the weary hopeless motions of millions seeking 
employment at a time when no help was wanted, and work, like 
prosperity, remained around the proverbial corner. Worse than 
having been humiliated by conceited, slovenly employment 
office clerks and the demeaning bureaucratic system, the young 
man felt ill and ashamed for having sold his books for food. 
"His best suit he sold for two dollars but that was all right. 
He didn't mind at all about the clothes. But the books, that was 
different. It made him angry" (Trapeze 24)— a statement heavy 
with emphasis on enduring values as opposed to transient and 
material ones like clothes and bread.
What Saroyan communicates in this tale is not the jeopardy 
of one young man but jeopardy to a world, a civilization 
breaking apart. A telling irony occurs when, dead broke, the 
hungry young man polishes a penny to copper brightness and reads 
the slogans printed on the coin's face: "E PLURIBUS UNUM. IN GOD 
WE TRUST." Yet there is "no expressed indignation, no sense of 
injustice, no polemic....The (young) writer asks for no 
sympathy or pity. He is aware that he is simply a victim of 
circumstances over which he has no control" (Foster 36). 
Despite being down and out, he sings the glories of life which, 
though tasted only in brief moments, were precious nonetheless. 
Allusively, the young man's poverty and hunger were unimportant 
as opposed to Shakespeare, Dostoyevsky, jazz, Finlandia, 
mathematics, Jerusalem, Rome, Huck Finn, and Proust (whom he
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read in the library for an hour to satisfy physical hunger with 
spiritual food!)
The story, then, expresses two opposite moods that seem to 
typify Saroyan's Depression world. It reflects, as the 
intellectual left would have, the privation of the times but 
also "sounded a responsible warning to the victims of social 
collapse to make the most of life’s daily joys. The 
timelessness of Saroyan's theme lay in the fact that the triumph 
of simply being alive was a much-needed message in 1936" (Floan 
42). Mostly it has to be understood that Saroyan's troubled 
characters in their troubled lives resemble the troubled 
existence of so many in the Depression, and in this way imaged 
the general conditions of the American Thirties perfectly. 
Despite his personal angst, the daring young man's (and 
Saroyan's) concerns circulated among worried thoughts of 
Stalin, Hitler, and a "multitude of Jews." What worried both 
would-be writers was not merely their own but everyone's 
spiritual as well as physical lives at terrible risk. The 
daring young man died because of his inability to find 
employment (at least on this point the proletarian ideologues 
would find the story relevant) in a society whose faults stem 
from an exclusively materialistic value system, a notion which 
elevates the message considerably above a narrow dogmatism. In 
this sense, Saroyan may be counted as having made a social 
contribution that was perhaps more valuable than those of 
proletarian formula writers. In his own introduction to Three 
Plays, Saroyan said, "The imperative requirement of our time is
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to restore faith...and integrity to the individual [making him] 
uninhibited, impersonal, simultaneously natural and cultured, 
without hate, without fear, and rich in spiritual grace" (Three 
Plays 6-7).
For Saroyan, the lack "of authentic communication between 
human beings [about these matters] leads to ultimate 
estrangement and chaos: the insanity of political and social
upheaval, the idiocy of war" (Colonne 42). Salvation from these 
evils comes in the form of the most basic and mysterious of all 
emotions— love. From first to last, Saroyan maintained a 
confident devotion to the idea of love's efficacy. "Saroyan 
sings in praise of love of man for man, of man for woman, of 
parent for children...of children for parent. He sings of our 
love of God, of our love of our friends who are called our 
enemies, of everything, in fact, except our love of our enemies 
who are called our friends: these he hates....For the
aggression of war... Saroyan offers... aggression of love" 
(Trilling 178-9).
The essential yearning for love is repeated in many 
vignettes where young men and young women reach out to one 
another. The cumulative meaning of these tales is not that love 
is wonderful but that people in love are wonderful, though 
bedeviled by personal and public frustrations of many kinds. 
The volume entitled Love, Here is my Hat is a collection of 
stories centering about the recurring thought that love is the 
only cure for the ills that beset the country and the world. 
The basic theme is that lovers can discover a reality of their
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own, being "true to one another," as a refuge from a world gone 
haywire "where ignorant armies clash by night." In "Saturday 
Night" a boy and a girl discuss a movie they have just seen: "It 
was a lousy movie, and the idea was to prove that love and love 
alone is what the world is seeking. So it was a good movie too" 
(italics mine, Hat 41). Not only is love a personal haven from 
the helplessness one feels in the face of monumental injustice, 
it is also a universal antidote which at worst can reduce the 
devastating effects of joblessness, homelessness, hunger, and 
all manner of deprivation and at best will restore the world to 
humanistic health.
Lack of love more than lack of jobs fuels man's angst and 
disaffection. In "For My Part I'll Smoke a Good Ten-Cents 
Cigar" Saroyan wrote, "I don't know. . .how any of us are going to 
get out of (the Depression] . Or if we are. Or when. Or 
why....Maybe it's simple. Maybe all they've got to do 
is...love...love" ( Hat 63). Saroyan devoutly wished for the 
natural and necessary one-on-one contact, with another single 
human being. In his view, a hungry belly is a small matter 
compared to the emptiness in the man’s heart. Hello Out There, 
Saroyan's touching one-act play, epitomizes this fundamental 
yearning for contact. The insights of this little piece, as is 
true in much of Saroyan's work, ought to be given more credit, 
especially today when surrogate satellite "voices" probing 
space beep out their mathematical "hello-out-there." This 
yearning to make some sort of extraterrestrial contact becomes, 
in its metaphorical way, a continuing demonstration of a basic
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and timeless human need. Hello, Out There offers the 
quintessential message of Saroyan's 1930s stories with 
intimations that are certainly deeper than the narrower agendas 
of the proletarian writers with their more immediate and 
transitory concerns.
"If he refused to convert his prose into a sermon on 
revolution or a jeremiad on the coming of fascism, if he would 
not permit his characters to perform some heroic...deed in 
order to illustrate (political involvement), this was because 
he preferred to write 'lovingly' of the single person seeking to 
'understand the miracle of being,' cherishing 'the truth of 
existence,' celebrating 'the splendor of the mere fact of his 
being alive'" (Pells 229), recording the dreams, hopes, and 
wishes of everyone to communicate and share with everybody else 
all manner of embryonic feelings within. On that very subject
he once said, "Could be 1 was speaking for a kind of body of
inarticulate sentiment or intelligence or feeling or 
involvement" (Basmadjian-Hamalian 133). The characters in 
Saroyan's world are those who would be able to create the kind of 
decent life that might be possible if the spiritual dimensions 
of experience were not overlooked. Deracinated as the people of 
the 30s were, they preserved a sanity in themselves; and in 
their ability to survive against all social and economic odds, 
they showed the way for all people to survive.
Finally one has to challenge Alfred Hayes' complaint that 
Saroyan’s stories "do not answer important (social) questions" 
with the response that it is not primarily the responsibility of
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literature to answer questions. The fact is that when 
literature is complementary to economic and political reality- 
-abundantly found in Saroyan--a rendering of even limited 
portions of contemporary experience will help to define and 
influence thinking about the kinds of social and moral 
reformations that are effective and necessary. There is 
throughout Saroyan a nineteenth century sense of optimism, 
expectation, and hope which formed the basis of his philosophy 
and inspired his work.
NOTES
1. The Marxian weekly, New Masses, and the more substantial 
bimonthly of revolutionary reflections, Partisan 
Review, published a few negative reviews and 
commentaries. The lesser-known proletarian magazines—  
Anvil, Blast, Cauldron, Leftward— published nothing by 
or about Saroyan. Permission notes to several of 
Saroyan collections reveal that only mainstream or non- 
aligned little magazines— Atlantic Monthly, New 
Republic, Scribner *s, Yale Review, Coronet, Story, 
Inland Topics, Aperitif, Vo-Mag, Literary America, 
Pasadena Junior College Magazine— printed pieces by and 
about him.
2. As James B. Gilbert shows in his Writers and Partisans 
(182-252), the history of literary radicalism and 
leftist politics was hardly monolithic. Not only were 
there middlebrow revolutionaries like Malcolm Cowley of 
the New Republic, there were lowbrow Marxists like 
Michael Gold and Granville Hicks of the New Masses and 
highbrow Trotskyites like Philip Rahv and William 
Phillips of the Partisan Review. During the second half 
of the decade, the struggle for the revolutionary 
engagement of the proletariat became something of an 
internecine philosophical debate, with New Masses on 
one side, Partisan Review on the other, and the New 
Republic in between. According to Alan Wald’s essay, 
"Revolutionary Intellectuals," in Literature at the 
Barricades, "what distinguished the Partisan Review 
from the New Masses was (the) struggle to free 
revolutionary literature from domination by the 
immediate strategy of a political (Communist) party" 
(Bogardus 187).
3. Indeed, Clarke Blaine in "The Unresolvable Riddle" 
called Saroyan "the Armenian Huck Finn” (Hamalian 235); 
and Saroyan himself confessed to B. Basmadjian in his 
"Candid Conversation" that he "was deeply moved by The 
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn " (Hamalian 144). In many 
ways, Saroyan is Huckt Like Twain's nonconformist, he 
did not want to act the pose of a caring citizen--be 
civilized; he did not share the proletarian faith in the 
Communist Manifesto with Mike Gold— have much 
confidence in Aunt Polly's Bible.
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4. NRA (National Recovery Act, 1933) was an emergency 
measure designed to encourage industrial recovery and 
help combat widespread unemployment. The act empowered 
the National Recovery Administration to make voluntary 
agreements with employers dealing with hours of work, 
rates of pay, and the fixing of prices. Patriotic 
appeals were made to the public and firms were asked to 
display the Blue Eagle, an emblem signifying NRA 
participation. Attacked in certain quarters as 
authoritarian, the NRA did not last long enough to 
implement its policies fully. In May, 1935, the Supreme 
Court eviscerated most of its powers and effectiveness, 
although many of the labor provisions of the NRA were 
reenacted in later legislation, such as the National 
Labor Relations Act and the Wages and Hours Act.
5. For a time, the Civil War in Spain gathered considerable 
sympathy from a broad coalition of Socialists, 
Anarchists, Communists, and several shades of 
liberals. Dos Passos, Hemingway, and Lillian Heilman 
pooled their talents to make and distribute a 
documentary entitled The Spanish Earth (for which 
Hemingway wrote and narrated the script) to show the 
Loyalists in a good light and the Franco Rebels in a bad. 
It was calculated to rouse a public already burdened 
with its own cares. Frequent fund-raising rallies were 
organized to collect money for the Loyalist war effort, 
but again Saroyan was not a party to any of these 
efforts. Budd Schulberg recalls in an article, 
"Saroyan: Ease and Unease on the Flying Trapeze,"
published in Esquire, that he "urged Bill to come to a 
huge mass meeting...in support of the Spanish 
Loyalists...but his attitude toward politics was his 
own....Bill said, ’But I'm also for the poor peons 
trying to keep alive in Franco's army....How can you be 
on one side or the other when there are people on both 
sides?'" (Oct 1960, 88).
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